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Abstract
Background: Laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC) is the standard operation for gallstone disease. The aim of this review was to scrutinize the advantages and benefits of this minimal invasive technique compared to the conventional operation according to the available literature. Regarding the evidence-based medicine criteria, the current status of laparoscopy in the treatment of cholecystolithiasis, cholecystitis and common bile duct stones has been worked out. Methods: A Medline, PubMed, Cochrane search. Results: Ten randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are available comparing laparoscopic versus open cholecystectomy. The superiority of LC in less postoperative pain, shorter recovery and hospital stay is stated. Operation time was longer in the first years of LC. 3 RCTs deal with acute cholecystitis: one paper could not find any significant advantage of LC over conventional cholecystectomy, the other two found benefits in recovery, hospital stay and postoperative pain. The range of conversion is between 5 and 7% in elective cases and increases up to 27% for acute cholecystitis. With a rate of more than 90% in Europe, the standard procedure for common bile duct stones is ‘therapeutic splitting’ with endoscopy and retrograde cholangiopancreatography preoperatively followed by LC. Laparoscopic bile duct clearance is effective and safe in experienced hands, however, the only proven benefit is a slightly shorter hospital stay. Conclusion: The laparoscopic approach is preferred in elective cholecystectomy and acute cholecystitis. The minimal invasive technique has proven to be effective, gentle and safe. The main benefits are evident within the first postoperative days.

Introduction
Gallstone disease has a great impact on a surgeon’s daily routine. The prevalence rate of cholecystolithiasis is 10–12% in the Western world and about 3–4% in Asian populations [1]. The costs for the treatment of biliary stone disease in the prelaparoscopic area were estimated at USD 16 billion in the USA in 1987 [2], about 1 million people are newly diagnosed annually in the USA [3], and approximately 600,000 operations are performed every year.

Laparoscopy has changed the treatment of symptomatic cholecystolithiasis worldwide. After the initial experience of Mühe [4], Mouret [5] performed the first laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC) in Europe in 1987 by use of a pneumoperitoneum. Over the last decade, numerous
trials and reviews could show the superiority of LC over open cholecystectomy, and LC developed as the standard procedure for biliary disease and was first called the ‘gold standard’ in 1989 [6]. However, with the new technique, not only the management of gallstone disease has changed, but also the spectrum of complications [7]. The benefits of LC are well documented and will be discussed later on, but a few questions remain unanswered so far: Is the ‘learning curve’ avoidable? What is the best treatment for common bile duct stones? How are lost gallstones best treated?

In this article, LC is discussed according to the available literature in order to underline the current status of laparoscopic therapy of cholecystolithiasis and common bile duct stones.

Methods

Literature review: an electronic search of the Medline and PubMed databases and the Cochrane library was conducted using the following key words: laparoscopic cholecystectomy, cholecystectomy, common bile duct, common bile duct stones, endoscopy and retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP), and endoscopic sphincterotomy. Relevant articles were achieved and cited.

Preoperative Assessment

Abdominal ultrasound is undoubtedly the primary tool for the diagnosis of cholecystolithiasis. In combination with laboratory findings and an exact patient’s history the correct diagnosis should be made. In the first years of LC, intravenous cholangiography (IVC) was used as a valuable tool for the imaging of the bile duct’s anatomy in order to prevent common bile duct (CBD) injuries and to diagnose possible bile duct stones. IVC is entailed with possible adverse reactions [8] and after the initial experience of LC, IVC was considered not to be used as a routine screening modality preoperatively [9]. However, some authors think that IVC is underestimated and might be used routinely preoperatively [10]. There is also no need to explain that spiral CT cholangiography is not suitable for routine diagnosis before LC [11] as well as ERCP [12]. Magnetic resonance cholangiography has gained importance for the diagnosis of common bile duct stones (CBDS).

Routine gastroscopy prior to LC is still discussed controversially. In Germany the rate of routine gastroscopy is about 40% [13]. While authors claim it as a standard examination before LC, others do not [14–16]. However, it is most important to perform an adequate anamnesis and clinical examination. Then, endoscopy prior to cholecystectomy should be performed only in patients with a history of upper abdominal pain or discomfort [17–19].

At the beginning of LC, patients were well selected in order to avoid complications. Previous operations as well as liver cirrhosis and portal hypertension are meant to be contraindications. Now, more than 15 years later, contraindications are rare.

Technique

LC is performed by use of a CO₂ pneumoperitoneum. Reports of other gases are rare, they have no advantage over CO₂ except N₂O is discussed to have some role in cases of pulmonary dysfunction [20]. Warmed and humidified CO₂ gas offers the patient postoperative advantages like less shoulder pain and less abdominal pain [21].

For patient positioning, two possibilities exist: either the French position with the surgeon between the patients’ legs [22, 23] or the American position with the patient in the supine position with the surgeon standing on the left-hand side [24].

The closed access using the Veress needle is the most popular way to establish the pneumoperitoneum [25]. Another possibility is the open Hasson technique first described in 1973 [26] which is discussed to be safer, however, the advantage is contested [27]. Two randomized trials could not show any timesaving advantage over the access using the Veress needle [28, 29].

The dissection in Callot’s triangle should be performed using the ‘critical view’ technique [30]: the only two identified structures entering the gallbladder can only be the duct and the artery, and have to be identified clearly before cutting them. These structures might be secured either by metallic or resorbable clips [31]. Bipolar electrocautery is not safe in the closure of the cystic duct [32, 33].

The dissection is usually done retrograde from the infundibulum to the fundus. In difficult situations the fundus-first technique seems to be safe [34–36].

There is no evidence recommending drainage routinely. One prospective randomized trial could not prove any advantage of a subphrenic placed drain in order to evacuate the residual CO₂ gas [37].

Intraoperative Cholangiography

Whether to perform an intraoperative cholangiography (IOC) or not is still discussed controversially: argu-
ments for the routine use are the detection of possible hidden stones in the CBD and to find possible anatomical variations [38–40]. Routine IOC is further applied if laparoscopic CBD clearance is favored. Secondly, IOC can be used only selectively [41–44].

Two randomized trials could not prove any advantage of routine IOC except for an increase of costs and time in the operating room [45, 46].

Finally, IOC might also be favored to avoid intraoperative CBD injuries. However, using IOC, a bile duct lesion might be detected earlier, but it does not prevent injury [47–49]. Metcalfe et al. [50] confirmed these results with a fine review on that topic. There is also no correlation between anatomical variations and CBD injuries [51, 52].

So far, IOC cannot be proclaimed as a routine ‘must’ during LC, but IOC must be available whenever LC is performed.

**Current Status of Laparoscopic Therapy of Cholecystolithiasis**

Excluding the randomized controlled trials (RCTs) involving acute cholecystitis and RCT ‘early’ vs. ‘delayed’ surgery, the trials regarding in- or outpatient surgery in 10 RCTs are available comparing LC vs. open cholecystectomy or minicholecystectomy (MC). MC is defined as open cholecystectomy through a laparotomy <8 cm [53, 54].

In the first years of LC the longer operation time was the most significant disadvantage of the minimal invasive approach. In the trial of Trondsen et al. [55] including patients from 1990 and 1991, LC took twice as long as operative cholangiography (OC), however, the hospital stay was half as long as in the open group. Most of the trials resulted in having a shorter hospital stay, less pain, faster return to normal activity resulting in less postoperative risk for pulmonary complications not only in healthy subjects but also in patients with cirrhotic portal hypertension [56–61]. However, the main advantages are only for the first days postoperatively. McMahon et al. [59] demonstrated that the benefits of LC diminish beginning after the first week to an equal state 3 months postoperatively.

With laparoscopy the management of patients changed, postoperative mobilization, feeding and discharge were accelerated. The surgeons, the staff and the patients adopted this strategy inevitably also to conventionally operated patients.

Majeed et al. [54] concluded in their RCT that LC takes longer to do than small-incision cholecystectomy and does not have any advantages in terms of hospital stay or postoperative recovery. These results were confirmed shortly afterwards in 1998 when Squirrell et al. [62] showed that the analgesic consumption, perceived health and postoperative stay are equal in both groups – LC vs. MC. This trial included 200 patients. Finally, there is a multicenter RCT from Sweden comparing LC with MC including 724 randomized patients. Their conclusion was a shorter sick leave and faster return to work after LC, an equal postoperative complication rate and lower intraoperative complication rate in the MC group. The operation time was longer for LC [63]. Syrakos et al. [53] confirmed these results in a retrospective study including more than 1,200 patients comparing LC vs. MC vs. OC. They encouraged the commissioners of healthcare to discuss whether the additional costs of LC are justified.

The overall rate of cholecystectomy by laparoscopy is about 75% in the western world: in the USA the rate of LC for chronic cholecystitis is 78% with a conversion rate of 6.1%, in acute cholecystitis 77% (conversion rate 10%) [64]. In Germany the overall rate is 71.9% [65] and in Australia 75% [66]. In our clinic, 5,376 patients underwent cholecystectomy from 1990 till December 1993, 84% laparoscopically, 10.8% primarily open, and 4.8% had to be converted.

**Current Status of Laparoscopic Therapy for Acute Cholecystitis**

About 1–3% of all patients with symptomatic gallstone disease develop acute cholecystitis [67]. 10–30% of patients with acute cholecystitis develop severe complications like empyema, gangrene or perforation [68–70]. Women develop calculous cholecystitis three times more often than men up to the age of 50 years [71]. The main cause of the acute inflammation is the obstruction of the cystic duct by a gallstone followed by a chemical and/or bacterial inflammatory reaction. In eastern countries, the reason number one are parasites [72].

The definition of cholecystitis was differently interpreted in the literature. Min et al. [73] defined it if two or more of the clinical and operative findings were positive: fever >37.5°C, right upper abdominal pain with tenderness >48 h, gallbladder wall >4 mm, adhesion to an adjacent organ and inflammation of the gallbladder serosa [74]. Cameron [75] defined it as right upper quadrant
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pain for >12 h, a raised white cell count and findings consistent with acute cholecystitis on ultrasound.

The value of cholecystectomy in acute cholecystitis has already been proven in the prelaparoscopic area [76, 77], however, there is one RCT comparing delayed LC vs. observation [71]. Vetrhus et al. [78] compared 31 vs. 33 patients with regard to the natural sequel of cholecystitis without surgical treatment. 30% had to be operated within the follow-up period of 60 months. They concluded that there is a certain risk of suffering from gallstone-related complications following conservative treatment, but cholecystectomy should not necessarily be compulsory after acute cholecystitis.

After the introduction of laparoscopy, two questions gained interest in the treatment of acute cholecystitis: Is LC superior to OC and is early LC prior to delayed LC? Early LC is defined as treatment within the first 48–72 h after the onset of symptoms.

**LC vs. OC:** There is no systemic review but 3 RCTs. In the most recent study by Johansson et al. [79], neither the patients nor the hospital staff were informed about the type of operation. The operation time was slightly shorter in the laparoscopic group (p = 0.04) but the hospital stay was significantly longer (p = 0.01). 14 patients out of 35 operated conventionally thought that they had been operated laparoscopically. To achieve such results it is very important to follow exactly the same regimen postoperatively for both groups. They concluded that there is no relevant clinical difference in the postoperative outcome after LC or OC in the treatment of acute cholecystitis.

The other two RCTs could show that LC provided less postoperative pain and a shorter hospital stay. The conversion rate was 27 and 16%, respectively [69, 80].

Finally, there is one RCT comparing mini-LC vs. LC using 2- and 3-mm instruments [81]. They found similar results in both groups.

**Early vs. Delayed LC:** Three RCTs: Lai et al. [82] demonstrated no difference in the conversion rate in both groups (21% early vs. 24% delayed). Delayed operation was defined after an interval of 6–8 weeks. 16% had to be operated earlier than scheduled due to recurrent symptoms. 10% had no operation at all due to successful conservative treatment. In the second RCT by Lo et al. [83], conversion was necessary in 11% of the early and 23% of the delayed group and 19.5% had to be operated before a planned interval of 6 weeks. The morbidity was equal in both trials for both groups and the hospital stay was shorter in the early group. Johansson et al. [84] found similar results in their trial in 2003 – conversion rate (31 vs. 29%), morbidity and operation times were comparable however, and 26% of the delayed group had to be operated earlier. The hospital stay was shorter in the early group. In another prospective trial, the conservative treatment failed completely in 14.3% of patients who had to undergo emergency operations and 33% had to be operated earlier than planned [75].

In conclusion, LC in acute cholecystitis is a safe procedure and favorable to OC. Early operation provides fewer readmittances and a shorter hospital stay. To quote Hunter [85] we can say ‘get it while it’s hot’.

### Current Status of Laparoscopic Therapy of Common Bile Duct Stones

3.6–16% of all patients undergoing cholecystectomy have CBDS [86–88]. A recent study including nearly 1,000 patients undergoing LC could show that one third of these stones pass spontaneously within 6 weeks [86]. However, we have to subdivide all patients scheduled for cholecystectomy into three groups: those with suspected CBDS preoperatively, those with intraoperative diagnosed stones and those in whom the stones are diagnosed postoperatively. Prior to the triumphant advance in laparoscopy the strategy to clear the CBD was uniformly standardized and clear. IOC was performed routinely and in case of CBDS the bile duct was revised and freed from stones [89, 90]. ERCP was introduced in the early 1970s [91] and gained importance after the introduction of videodendoscopy and papillotomy. The strategy of ‘therapeutic splitting’ is still the most accepted procedure to remove CBDS [92, 93]. However, the rising skills in laparoscopy aroused a new discussion for the best management of CBDS.

Recent studies, which will be discussed later on, have showed that single-stage treatment has become a safe and effective procedure in experienced surgeons’ hands [94]. However, laparoscopic bile duct revision is still performed by a minority of surgeons. Nassar et al. [95] observed the development of CBD management over a period of 5 years in Scotland and noted that 18% of surgeons performed ERCP at the first surveillance and 14% 5 years later. But the number of surgeons performing laparoscopic common bile duct exploration (LCBDE) also diminished from 4 to 3.8%. Only 5% of surgeons rated LCBDE as their current preferred practice. In Germany the rate of LCBDE is 5.8% [96].
The first reports describing LCBDE arised early after the introduction of LC in the early 1990s [97, 98]. However, only 3 RCTs comparing therapeutic splitting vs. single-stage treatment are at present available.

Rhodes et al. [99] compared 40 patients either to LCBDE or to postoperative ERCP and summarized the findings that LCBDE is as effective as therapeutic splitting with one non-significant advantage of a slightly shorter hospital stay. These results are confirmed in the EAES multicenter trial [94]. The results from the third trial including 105 patients differ from the previously mentioned studies. The authors preclude ERCP in the treatment of CBDS as first-line strategy (except in cholangitis) due to a high risk of additional procedures. In their results, 29% of the ERCP group achieved additional procedures vs. 8% in the LCBDE group due to a significantly higher rate of impossibility to perform the initial procedure [100]. Finally, there are numerous cohort studies and personal series with good or excellent results published praising LCBDE as a safe and effective procedure [101–104]. The overall success rate in clearing the duct laparoscopically was 81–97%, with a low morbidity of 6–13% and 4–8% retained stones.

Beside the conviction of better outcome, shorter hospital stay and the effectiveness of LCBDE, the decision to perform single-stage treatment might often be influenced by the availability of ERCP. If ERCP (which can be performed pre-, intra- and postoperatively) is established in the own team with the possibility to perform it 24 h a day, the surgeon might not be urged to adopt LCBDE in his strategy because the patient can be treated without any delay and lengthening of the postoperative stay. Secondly in the hands of an experienced endoscopist, ERCP is also a safe and effective procedure. CBD clearing might be up to 100% in specialized centers [105]; however, Tranter and Thompson [106] could summarize in their review an overall clearing rate from about 75%. Arguments from the opponents of preoperative ERCP are the high morbidity and the high rate of ‘negative ERCP’. Postinterventional pancreatitis is the most common complication. The incidence is up to 6.7% [107]. The mortality rate is variable and highly dependent on experience and technical skills. The reported mortality rate is from 0 to 2.3% [105, 108, 109].

High rates of avoidable ERCP as reported in series over the last decade [110] should decrease over the next decade because after the adoption of MRCP in the diagnosis of CBDS, ERCP should shift from a diagnostic to a therapeutic modality. Preoperative ERCP should be reserved for cases where CBDS are suspected [111].

So what is the current status in the treatment of CBDS? At the moment, two minimal invasive techniques are available. Preoperative ERCP is the most applied technique and therefore still the standard procedure. The laparoscopic approach is less frequently used but provides excellent results in the hands of an expert. To give a recommendation on the treatment of CBDS according to the available literature we think the algorithm suggested by the American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy has a high impact and is valid to be adopted in the pathway of CBDS management [112].

Spilled Gallstone

There are 8 studies dealing with the problem of spilled gallstones with more then 500 LC. Sarli et al. [113] reported on 1,127 patients of whom a gallbladder perforation occurred in 131 patients (11.6%). In 26 of those (2.3%), the stones were left in the abdominal cavity. In their conclusion, two reasons are responsible for the mishap of a lost gallstone, namely the experience of the surgeon and the grade of inflammation of the gallbladder. The second study by Dize et al. [114] covers 3,686 LC. Gallstone spillage occurred in 627 patients (17%), the stones could be removed in 214 and were left in 40 patients (1.1% of all patients and 6.3% of patients with lost gallstone). Complications occurred in 12 patients. Woodfield et al. [115] covers the other six studies in a review. Gallbladder perforation occurred in 3,356 patients out of 18,280 undergoing LC (18.3%) with an incidence of spillage of 7.3%. However, a retrospective analysis from Switzerland could show that only 1.4% of patients with spillage of gallstones develop severe postoperative complications [116]. The list of complications is manifold, from abscess formation intra-abdominally, intracutaneously or subphrenically, to small bowel obstruction and mimicking acute appendicitis. The gap between the spillage and the occurrence of the first symptoms is wide between immediately and after 29 months, with the peak at 4 months postoperatively [117]. The biochemical composition of the stone has a high impact on the genesis of postoperative complications. Pigmented stones are usually afflicted with more septic complications than others [118, 119]. However, once gallstones are spilled, every attempt should be made to retrieve as many as possible, but due to the low incidence of postoperative complications, a conversion to OC does not seem to be justified [116].
Conclusion

LC is the treatment of choice in the management of cholecystolithiasis and cholecystitis. With regard to the literature, LC offers advantages over OC in the early post-operative period concerning recovery, pain and pulmonary function. The long-term benefits are a better cosmetic result and a lower incidence of incisional hernias. Routine IOC is not mandatory. In case of CBDs, therapeutic splitting is still the most accepted procedure. Gastroscope should be reserved for patients with unclear upper gastrointestinal symptoms.
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